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What if your body felt so relaxed, almost as 
if you were floating? TEMPUR® mattresses 
conform and adapt to the shape of your body 
and support you in a way that makes you feel 
weightless. 

Our story began when NASA developed a 
pressure absorbing material to cushion and 
support astronauts during the strain of lift-off. 
They needed an exceptional way of evenly 
distributing weight and pressure. 

This unique material later became TEMPUR®. 
Since then, through further research and 
development by our scientists and engineers, we 
have perfected and extended this technology to 
create a collection of mattresses, sleep system 
and pillows, that give you your best night’s sleep.

TEMPUR® is the only mattress and pillow 
recognised by NASA and certified by the Space 
Foundation.

Today, only a handful of top TEMPUR® scientists 
know the proprietary formula to make TEMPUR® 
material. We manufacture the material in our 
production facilities in Denmark and the United 
States, never outside

Welcome to TEMPUR®

MADE IN 
DENMARK
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*   The findings are based on interviews with over 1,300 TEMPUR® mattress purchasers in 13 
European countries. The percentage of satisfaction is high in each country but not identical.

Feel the difference 
of TEMPUR®

Once you have slept on a 
TEMPUR® mattress and pillow, you 
realise there is no comparison. 
The TEMPUR® temperature 
sensitive material conforms to the 
shape of your body. It reduces the 
discomfort caused by pressure 
points by redistributing pressure 
so you can immediately relax into 
your most comfortable sleeping 
position and remain there fully 
supported. It is this balance of 
outstanding comfort and superior 
support that has earned TEMPUR® 
a number one ranking for ‘overall 
customer satisfaction’ and ‘overall 
quality of sleep’ in each of 13 
countries surveyed*.

Superior Comfort & Support
Feel Weightless 
At TEMPUR® we believe that 
whatever your shape, size or age, 
your mattress should contour to 
the unique shape of your body, 
and not the other way around. 
That’s why we have a range of 
mattresses and pillows, to give 
you the personalised support 
you need while you sleep. With 
the help of your local store, 
we encourage you to test our 
products and let your body 
decide. We believe that with our 
innovative sleep technology, all 
you’ll feel is weightless.
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Ordinary spring mattresses can cause 
unnatural sleeping positions and pressure 
resulting in numbness and discomfort.

Trusted Results and Quality 
TEMPUR® products are 
recognised and purchased 
worldwide for the comfort 
and superior support they 
provide. Satisfied customers 
also report that these products 
have provided comfort when 
suffering with back, joint and 
neck problems, as well as 
sleep difficulties. TEMPUR® 
material is produced solely in 
company owned production 
facilities where the products 
are developed and tested to 
ensure the highest standards of 
quality and are all supported by 
a comprehensive warranty. 

Personalised Solutions
With four  mattress collections 
and a range of pillows and 
complementary products, 
there is a TEMPUR® solution 
to fit every body. Read more 
about them in this brochure, 
or discover what suits you best 
by simply trying out TEMPUR® 
products for yourself in a store 
near you. 

Visit www.tempur.com.au for 
details of authorised stockists.
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We asked real TEMPUR® owners their
opinions, and here is what they had to say:

"I couldn't imagine sleeping on anything 
else. I look forward to going to bed 
earlier now, because I know I'm going 
to be comfortable. I'd rather be at home 
sleeping on my TEMPUR® bed!"

"Once you have a good sleep, then 
you can do things the next day so 
much better. We should have looked 
at this so much earlier! It's the best 
investment that I think we've ever 
made."

"Our scientists have refined the 
viscoelastic cellular structure of our 
Material to respond and adapt to your 
individual body size, shape, weight 
and temperature to perfectly cradle 
you as you sleep. No other mattress 
feels precisely like it was made just 
for you"

Greg & Tina

Carol & Robin

Jesseica
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Our sleep experts, designers and engineers have spent 
years pioneering and perfecting our signature TEMPUR® 
Material to ensure you receive the personalised support 
and outstanding comfort your body needs.

MAXIMISED PRESSURE RELIEF

TEMPUR® Material absorbs and 
distributes your body weight for 

maximum comfort.

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE

TEMPUR® Material absorbs and 
distributes your body weight for 

maximum comfort.

PERSONALISED BODY SUPPORT
Whichever position you find most 

comfortable, TEMPUR® conforms 
to you and your body.

OUTSTANDING MOTION ABSORPTION
While standard memory foam 

rebounds up to 20%, TEMPUR® 
has a rebound of less than 3%.

Common Pressure Points

Pressure Relief On A TEMPUR Mattress

A TEMPUR Mattress Stands The Test Of Time

Engineered To Adapt & Conform To You

Sleep Technology
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Choosing the right pillow can improve how 
well your body is positioned at night and the 
quality of your sleep. The temperature sensitive 
material used in all TEMPUR® pillows softens 
as it responds to your body temperature, 
conforming to the natural curvature of your 
head and neck and offering optimal comfort and 
support. This enables you to relax and enjoy a 
more restful sleep.

There is a wide range of TEMPUR® Ergonomic 
and Classic Comfort pillows available so that you 
can find your ideal solution.

Support your head and neck  
as well as your body

Choose your perfect  
TEMPUR® Pillow
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A more traditional look pillow whilst 
still maintaining a high level of support.

These pillows are for people who want the 
qualities of a traditional pillow to suit your body 
shape and preferences. The textile covers can 
match your TEMPUR® mattress or contain special 
characteristics such as TEMPUR® Washable 
Material or TEMPUR® Climate Material. With a 
classic shape and huggable fluffy feel they can 
comfortably support you in most sleep positions. 

Classic Comfort

TEMPUR® Traditional Pillow 
This traditional shaped pillow offers the ultimate huggable 
feel that can be easily shaped for comfortable support 
in any sleeping position. Featuring TEMPUR® Extra Soft 
Material for a softer initial feel and sensation, your head, 
neck and shoulder are gently cradled and supported for 
night long comfort. 
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TEMPUR® Comfort Pillow Cloud 
This traditional shaped soft feel pillow is filled with 
TEMPUR® Extra Soft™ Material for a softer initial feel 
and sensation. Enjoy the core benefits of TEMPUR®, 
as it precisely adapts to your head, neck and 
shoulders for night long comfort. 
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Specially shaped pillows to support  
your favourite sleep position

 Choose one of these pillows if you have a favourite sleeping 
position. They offer ergonomic support for your head, neck 
and shoulders and are available in different heights. 

Ergonomic Support

TEMPUR® Symphony Pillow
This medium feel pillow is designed with gently sloping 
contours and a thick profile for consistent, all night 
support without shifting or reshaping when sleeping on 
either your back or side. 

TEMPUR® Original Pillow
This firm feel pillow is designed for optimal neck and 
spine support when sleeping on your back or side. 
Conforming to your natural curvature, relieves pressure 
around your shoulders, neck and back, allowing your 
muscles to fully relax. 

TEMPUR® Millennium Pillow
This firm feel pillow is designed to relieve pressure points 
around your head, neck and shoulders for therapeutic 
support. This unique design tilts forward slightly to align 
your spine while hugging your shoulders for ultimate 
comforting support while you sleep on your back or side.
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TEMPUR® Ombracio Pillow
This medium feel pillow is designed to elevate and 
support your shoulders to relieve pressure while you 
sleep on your stomach. This unique 4 notch designs 
features TEMPUR® Micro cushions, allowing you to 
hug and scrunch as you find your most comfortable 
position for night long comfort.
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We’ve created five distinct mattress collections. 
Each feels unique, offering a different style of 
comfort, but all deliver on our core promise 
to actively adapt and conform to your body’s 
weight, shape and temperature. 

TEMPUR® Cloud Collection
Designed for a softer feel 
A balance of extra softness and support. Specially-
developed TEMPUR® Extra Soft Material instantly 
cushions you for extraordinary comfort. TEMPUR® 
Support Material underneath adds long lasting back 
and shoulder support. 

TEMPUR® Mattress  
Collections

TEMPUR® Sensation Collection
Designed for a firm feel
TEMPUR® Material on top conforms to your body 
to relieve pressure points, while Dynamic Support 
Technology underneath guarantees ease of 
movement and firm back and shoulder support. 
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Soft Firm

TEMPUR® Hybrid Collection
Designed for a medium feel with responsive 
springs
Features a unique pairing of our Precision™ 
engineered MicroCoils and  
adaptive TEMPUR® Material giving you the instant 
response of springs combined with the complete 
support of TEMPUR® Material. 
Exclusive to Domayne®

TEMPUR® Firm Collection
Our most advanced design yet. Featuring TEMPUR® 
Extra Firm Support Material for night-long body 
support. Experience the renowned firm signature 
feel from where it all started - now re-invented for 
deep sleep.
Exclusive to Domayne® and Harvey Norman® 

TEMPUR® Original Collection 
TEMPUR® Comfort Material on top for a medium feel 
and outstanding comfort and support. The original 
material is designed to adapt precisely to your body 
and relieve pressure points that can lead to tossing 
and turning. 
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Designed for a softer feel 

The TEMPUR® Cloud Collection is for 
those who desire a soft initial feel, 
while still enjoying the benefits the 
ultimate support. The top layer of 
specially-developed TEMPUR® Extra 
Soft Material instantly cushions and 
hugs your body while the TEMPUR®  
Support Material ensures  
long-lasting support.

 TEMPUR® 
Cloud
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Bed base used for display purposes only

GUARANTEE
FULL REPLACEMENT

TEMPUR® Cloud Collection
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TEMPUR® 
Cloud Elite

Mattress thickness: 
25cm

A balance of extra softness 
and support. Specially-
developed TEMPUR® Extra 
Soft Material conforms 
and relaxes, and a firm 
TEMPUR® layer beneath 
adds long-lasting support. 
The QuickRefresh™ Cover 
can easily be unzipped and 
washed.

TEMPUR® 
Cloud Supreme

Mattress thickness: 
21cm

A balance of softness and 
support. Specially-developed 
TEMPUR® Extra Soft Material 
conforms and relaxes, and a 
firm TEMPUR® layer beneath 
adds long-lasting support.

The cover can be removed 
for washing.

TEMPUR® Extra Soft Material

TEMPUR® Support Material

DuraBase™ Technology

TEMPUR® Extra Soft Material

TEMPUR® Support Material

DuraBase™ Technology

For a softer feel, TEMPUR® Cloud cradles 
you with generous extra softness, 
while bringing you all the benefits of 
TEMPUR®’s signature sleep technologies 
and long-lasting support. 
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Bed base used for display purposes only

TEMPUR® Cloud Luxe

Mattress thickness: 
30cm

Feel luxuriously enveloped in our 
softest mattress. A balance of even 
more extra softness and support. 
Specially-developed TEMPUR® Extra 
Soft Material generously conforms 
and relaxes, and a firm TEMPUR® 
layer beneath adds long-lasting 
support. The QuickRefresh™ Cover 
can easily be unzipped and washed.

TEMPUR® Extra Soft Material

TEMPUR® Support Material

DuraBase™ Technology

DuraBase™ Technology

TEMPUR® Cloud Collection
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GUARANTEE
FULL REPLACEMENT
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Bed base used for display purposes only

 TEMPUR® 
Sensation
The TEMPUR® Sensation Collection 
provides you with a firm supportive 
feeling while still allowing you to 
move freely and easily all through 
the night. Experience the pressure 
relieving benefits of TEMPUR® 
Material and enjoy supreme support 
and comfort with a mattress from the 
TEMPUR® Sensation Collection.

TEMPUR® Sensation Collection
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TEMPUR®  
Sensation Elite

Mattress thickness: 
25cm 

TEMPUR® Comfort Material 
on top conforms to your 
body to relieve pressure 
points, while TEMPUR® 
Dynamic Support Technology 
guarantees ease of movement 
and full body support. For 
added convenience the 
QuickRefresh™ Cover can 
easily be unzipped and 
washed.

TEMPUR®  
Sensation Supreme

Mattress thickness: 
21cm

TEMPUR® Support Material 
and TEMPUR® Comfort 
Material on top lightly 
conforms to your body to 
relieve pressure points, 
while TEMPUR® Dynamic 
Support Technology 
guarantees ease of 
movement and full body 
support. The cover can  
be removed for washing.

TEMPUR® Comfort Material

TEMPUR® Support Material

Dynamic Support Technology

DuraBase™ Technology

TEMPUR® Comfort Material

TEMPUR® Support Material

Dynamic Support Technology

DuraBase™ Technology

TEMPUR® Sensation combines the comfort and 
pressure-relieving technologies of TEMPUR® 
with Dynamic Support Technology to guarantee 
full body support and ease of movement. 
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Bed base used for display purposes only

TEMPUR®  
Sensation Luxe

Mattress thickness: 
30cm 

A luxurious layer of even more 
TEMPUR® Comfort Material on 
top generously conforms to your 
body to relieve pressure points, 
while TEMPUR® Dynamic Support 
Technology guarantees ease of 
movement and full body support. 
The QuickRefresh™ Cover can 
easily be unzipped and washed.

TEMPUR® Comfort Material

Dynamic Support Technology

DuraBase™ Technology

 
DuraBase™ Technology

TEMPUR® Sensation Collection
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GUARANTEE
FULL REPLACEMENT
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Bed base used for display purposes only

 TEMPUR® 
Original
The TEMPUR® Original Collection 
is all about the core benefits 
that got TEMPUR® noticed and 
renowned around the world – 
for its pressure relieving benefits 
and unique responsiveness. 
Space technology allows you to 
enjoy unparalleled comfort and 
support for the entire body.

TEMPUR® Original Collection
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TEMPUR® 
Original Elite
Mattress thickness: 
25cm

Extra TEMPUR® Material for  
body-conforming comfort 
and outstanding support. 
reduces pressure points 
that can lead to tossing and 
turning. The QuickRefresh™ 
Cover can easily be unzipped 
and washed.

TEMPUR® 
Original Supreme
Mattress thickness: 
21cm

The benefits of TEMPUR® 
Material with body-
conforming comfort and 
outstanding support with 
added TEMPUR® Comfort 
Material Reduces pressure 
points that can lead to 
tossing and turning. The 
cover can be removed for 
washing.

TEMPUR® Comfort Material

TEMPUR® Support Material

DuraBase™ Technology

TEMPUR® Comfort Material

TEMPUR® Support Material

DuraBase™ Technology

DuraBase™ Technology

28

Enjoy body-conforming comfort and 
outstanding body support. TEMPUR® 
Original relieves pressure points and 
reduces unwanted motion.
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Bed base used for display purposes only

TEMPUR® Original Luxe

Mattress thickness: 
30cm

The most TEMPUR® Material with 
luxurious body-conforming comfort 
and outstanding support. Reduces 
pressure points that can lead to 
tossing and turning. The consistency 
QuickRefresh™ Cover can be easily 
unzipped and washed.

TEMPUR® Comfort Material

TEMPUR® Support Material

DuraBase™ Technology

DuraBase™ Technology

Bed base used for display purposes only

TEMPUR® Original Collection
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 TEMPUR® 
Firm
Designed for the firmest supportive 
feel

Experience where it all started. 
The TEMPUR® Firm Collection is our 
newest and most advanced design 
yet. Our Firm mattresses feature 
TEMPUR® Extra Firm Support Material 
for night-long and unparalleled 
support. Experience our new Firm 
signature feel invented for supreme 
comfort and deep sleep, night after 
night, all night long.
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Bed base used for display purposes only

GUARANTEE
FULL REPLACEMENT

TEMPUR® Firm Collection
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TEMPUR®  
Firm Elite

TEMPUR® 
Firm Supreme

Mattress thickness: 
25 cm 

Advanced TEMPUR® Support 
Material and Extra Support 
Material relieves pressure 
points and gives you 
ultimate comfort and firm 
support. The QuickRefresh™ 
Cover can easily be unzipped 
and washed.

Mattress thickness: 
21 cm 

Advanced TEMPUR® Support 
Material and Extra Support 
Material relieves pressure 
points and responds to 
the temperature, weight 
and shape of your body for 
ultimate comfort and firm 
support. The cover can be 
removed for washing.

TEMPUR® Support Material

TEMPUR® Extra Firm Support 
Material

DuraBase™ Technology

DuraBase™ Technology

TEMPUR® Support Material

TEMPUR® Extra Firm Support 
Material

DuraBase™ Technology

DuraBase™ Technology

TEMPUR® Firm is designed with an extra layer 
of our most advanced TEMPUR® Support 
Material for uncompromised support and 
ultimate comfort, guaranteed to give you 
long-lasting body support and ultimate 
pressure point relief.

Exclusive to Domayne® and Harvey Norman®
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Bed base used for display purposes only

TEMPUR®  
Firm Luxe

Mattress thickness: 
30 cm 

An extra layer of our luxurious 
TEMPUR® Extra Support Material 
offers the ultimate pressure 
point relief and firm support. 
The QuickRefresh™ Cover can 
easily be unzipped and washed.

TEMPUR® Support Material

TEMPUR® Extra Firm Support 
Material

DuraBase™ Technology

DuraBase™ Technology

TEMPUR® Firm Collection
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34 *Not available on Aspire model

TEMPUR® ZERO-G 
Adjustable Bases

GUARANTEE

Massage
 function*

*Certain features only available on specific models.
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At the touch of one button, the TEMPUR® 
ZERO-G base adjusts to form the ultimate 
position for a feeling of complete 
weightlessness in a single movement.

Single  
touch  

control

Wireless
remote*

*Certain features only available on specific models.
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Design
The ergonomic Bed Frame is 
lightweight, featuring a sleek 
breathable mesh surface 
designed to hug the curvature 
of the mattress and your 
body. 

By gently elevating your legs, 
the TEMPUR® Zero G® pre-set 
is designed to help increase 
circulation throughout your 
body for an experience of 
complete relaxation that will 
leave you feeling refreshed 
and rejuvenated.

New soothing Sonic Massage 
can relax your tension away. 
With a choice of three massage 
intensities, find your perfect 
setting to relax and rejuvenate.

Support
Discover your perfect position 
to sleep, read, and watch 
TV – your back, legs and neck 
are supported and perfectly 
cradled. The wireless remote 
is fitted with a one-touch 
button that raises legs slightly 
above the heart to relieve 
pressure off the lower spine 
and increase circulation.

Benefits of 
Adjustable Bases
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Designed with the highest level of aesthetic 
appeal in mind, the Platinum Series offers you an 
adjustable bed filled with features and benefits. 

This base has all the features that TEMPUR® bases 
are known for, including Gravity Release, Head and 
Foot articulation, Interchangavle leg options, smooth 
power lifting, wireless remote and Zero Clearance.

ZERO-G™ Platinum Supreme

Added Benefits:

Anti-Snore
Don’t let snoring keep you or your partner from getting a 
restful night of sleep Ergomotion offers a pre-programmed 
anti-snore position so you can wake up refreshed and happy, 
not drowsy and irritable.

LED Underbed Lighting: 
Set the mood or find the door - whatever you do with our 
under-bed LED lighting is up to you. We just don’t want you 
stumbling around in the dark.

Multi-Level Massage:
10, 20, and 30 minute timer. Head and foot massages can be 
set separately and simultaneously.

Zero G Preset Position:
One touch button that raises the legs slightly above the heart 
to promote circulation and relieve pressure off of the lower 
back.

One Touch Flat Preset:
With the press of a button, gravity brings the bed back to a 
flat position so you can climb in and out of bed with ease. Sail 
into your morning from the traditional flat position.

USB Convenience:
Provides the ultimate in convenience for USB devices. 
Charging or powering phones, tablets, or other devices is 
within easy reach.
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The fit and finish make it look like a contemporary 
piece of furniture. Be comfortable in any position 
while watching TV, reading a book or even working 
on your laptop. 

This base has all the features that TEMPUR® bases 
are known for, including Gravity Release, Head and 
Foot articulation, Interchangavle leg options, smooth 
power lifting, wireless remote and Zero Clearance.

ZERO-G™ Platinum Elite

The ZERO-G Platinum Elite also has some features of the 
platinum Supreme - Anti-Snore, LED Underbed Lighting, Multi-
Level Massage, Zero G Preset Position, One Touch Flat Preset, 
USB Convenience.

With added:  

Lumbar Support: 
Lumbar support provides adjustable support specifically for 
the lower back area.
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ZERO-G™ Luxury Adapt

Ultimate customisable bedroom experience. 
Our most advanced adjustable foundation has 
luxury features including various massage 
levels, Bluetooth® connectivity and a USB port to 
charge your most used device. This adjustable 
base is finished with upholstery-grade fabric to 
complement a TEMPUR mattress and bedroom 
furniture.

This base has all the features that TEMPUR® bases 
are known for, including Gravity Release, Head 
and Foot articulation, Interchangavle leg options, 
smooth power lifting, wireless remote and Zero 
Clearance.

The ZERO-G Luxury Adapt also has some features of the 
platinum Elite - Anti-Snore, LED Underbed Lighting, Multi-Level 
Massage, Zero G Preset Position, One Touch Flat Preset, USB 
Convenience and Lumbar Support

With added:  

Head Tilt:
For increased comfort, the section of the base under the head 
automatically tilts forward as the top portion of the base 
rises.

Extention Deck:
Actively optimizes the shape of the mattress when in an 
elevated position, allowing users to rest more naturally and 
comfortably.
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The ideal sleep solution combines form as 
well as function. With a range of attractive 
Australian made Bed Bases, TEMPUR® 
provides not only a great night’s sleep, but 
also the perfect aesthetic solution for your 
bedroom. Choose from various styles and 
colours to complement your décor.

Designed to enhance your sleep experience 
by generating optimum thermal regulation, 
TEMPUR® Bed Bases are the perfect way to 
make your bed look as good as it feels.

TEMPUR® Bed Bases
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Temperature and humidity are two controllable 
variables that play an important element in  
sleep comfort. We recommend TEMPUR® 
Mattresses be used in conjunction with our 
Manchester, specifically designed to offer the 
ultimate solution to regulate temperature 
during sleep. 

TEMPUR-Fit™ 
Manchester

TEMPUR® Sheets, Pillowcases and Protectors are 
capable of handling significant temperature 
variations over the four Australian Seasons for 
your best night’s sleep.

TEMPUR-Fit™ Pillow Protector 
Designed to enhance the life of your TEMPUR® Pillow, the 
TEMPUR®-FIT™ Protector is soft, breathable, stretchable 
and micro-thin. The ultimate companion for your luxury 
TEMPUR® Pillow that will protect you and your family 
against stains and dust mites for years to come.  
 

TEMPUR-Fit™ Mattress Protector 
Waterproof, breathable and stretchable, the 
TEMPUR-FIT™ Mattress Protector consists of natural 
fibres, which are breathable and micro-thin. The 
protector features an ‘intelligent membrane’ that 
acts as a barrier against dust mites and is one of the 
thinnest of its type available on the market.  
Available in all standard mattress sizes
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Benefit from
TEMPUR® support

throughout
the day

TEMPUR®  
Home & Travel
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TEMPUR® Leg Spacer  
Recommended for use between your  
legs or under your ankles to relieve pressure 
and enable you to sit or lie more comfortably.  
Size: 27 x 20 x 20 cm

TEMPUR® Lumbar Support

Perfect for added support and comfort in the 
lumbar region.  Variable height adjustment and 
fastening strap keeps the support in the right place. 
Size: 36 x 36 x 7 cm

TEMPUR® Seat Wedge
Designed to help relieve pressure on the back. 
The seat wedge pushes the pelvis forward, 
which helps bring your back to an upright 
posture. Ideal for working long periods of time 
in a sitting position.  
Size: 40 x 40 x 9/1 cm

TEMPUR® Seat Cushion
This cushion distributes your weight more 
evenly over the surface, improving comfort 
and reducing numbness while sitting. Can be 
used on most chairs.  
Size: 40 x 42 x 5 cm

Travel, work and rest with the benefit of TEMPUR® 
support throughout the day. With a range of high 
quality products suited to a variety of needs and 
activities, these TEMPUR® Home & Travel items 
have been developed to help you enjoy a  
comfortable lifestyle.

Most products in the collection come with  
covers that are easy to remove and wash.

Travel, work and rest in comfort
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TEMPUR® Transit Lumbar Support
A handy lumbar support for use while travelling 
or at home. Simply place it between the chair 
and your back in your preferred sitting position.  
Size: 30 x 25 x 6 cm

TEMPUR® Travel Set
Offers a portable sleep system for those who 
can’t leave home without their TEMPUR® 
mattress and pillow. Consists of a travel 
topper and a travel pillow packed into a 
convenient carrier bag on wheels. 
Size: 85 x 25 x 30 cm (Packed)

TEMPUR® Transit Pillow
Supports the neck and head gently allowing 
you to sleep more comfortably when travelling.  
Size: 30 x 28 x 8 cm

TEMPUR® Original Travel Pillow
Take your favourite pillow with you when  
you are away from home - This pillow  
is supplied with a travel bag which  
compresses the volume 70% when packed.  
Size: 25 x 31 x 10/7 cm

TEMPUR® Sleep Mask
Gently forms to the shape of your face to seal 
out light whilst cushioning the eye area while 
you sleep or rest. 
Size: Adjustable
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@TEMPURanz

tempur.com.au
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